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Legal Crossword Number 23 Answers

Down (numbered from left to right)

1.Decree by regulation (PRESCRIBE)
2.Making agreements (CONTRACTING)
3.What your opponent does too often (PONTIFICATE)
4.Cannot do this with evidence (CREATE)
5.Pro non (SCRIPTO)

Across (numbered from top to bottom)

1.To split liability (APPORTION)
2.Fixing the contract (RECTIFICATION)
3.Decree (PROCLAMATION)
4.Contracts and unfortunate souls (EXECUTE)
5.What CAs count (BEANS)

Ubuntu, Good
Faith and
Equity
Frank Diedrich
Juta Law (20111)
ix & 157 pages
Soft cover

‘South Africa has
added a third, unique path to law-
making methodology: the customary
law term “Ubuntu”…’

The work represents a compilation by
Diedrich of various papers emanating
from a conference focused on the
discussion of the concept of Ubuntu and
has as its aim, through the discursive
mechanism, a better understanding of
the concept which was rapidly
introduced into recognition in our law in
1993. A foundational challenge to the
work is the impossibility of defining the
concept of Ubuntu with scientific

administrative perspective by Nkhata
follows this. A German perspective
dealing with the relationship between
legal and social mechanisms is included
which is useful in that it presents a
synthesis of a jurisprudence which has
been exposed to different social
influences over an extended period of
time and the role that a single principle
can play in such a system. The work is
not, and could never have been,
definitive but represents a thought-
provoking combination of a variety of
perspectives on a single concept and, in
presenting these, highlights the
complexity of the spirit of Ubuntu,
foreshadowing the challenge that it is to
present to our fledgling democracy.
Constitutional practitioners will
undoubtedly utilize the opinions
contained in the work in due course. As
Wendell Holmes puts it: ‘While the goals
of societies in transition should remain
uniform, the methods employed by
either national or international
institutions should take cognizance of
local cultural idiosyncrasies of societies
undergoing transition.’
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precision, a stark contrast to what one
would expect from the traditional
definition of a legal principle. This is
apparent in the editor ’s paper dealing
with the integration of the concept from
a procedural perspective later in the
work.

The work begins with a contribution
of Justice Mokgoro who briefly
highlights the uncertainty, on the one
hand, and the flexibility, on the other of
the concept and sets the tone for the
discourse which follows. Professor
Bennett then, rather successfully, tracks
the judicial use and interpretation of the
term in the various spheres of law,
supplemented by Khunou and Nthai in a
later chapter, concluding that while the
term possesses some of the tenets of
established principles which will be
recognised in its development, it should
be developed in a distinctly African spirit.
Keevy then explores the philosophical
background concluding that there exists
a danger in the bastardisation of the
concept to the exclusion of its root
precepts. A criminal perspective relating
to Children is contributed by Sloth-
Nielsen and Gallinetti which raises
interesting arguments. A social-

Hidden
Scandal,
Secret Shame –
Torture and
Ill-treatment of
Children
Amnesty International
Publications (2000)
v & 100 pages
Soft cover

There is a generation in South Africa that
has been able to reach maturity in the
absence of institutionalised repression.
Ironically it is that generation which

should be virginally immune to those
evils which, from the comfort of cham-
bers, one might naively dismiss as be-
longing exclusively to such regimes and
war-torn areas of conflict. They are not,
and such suffering is not limited to
Children of specific countries, genders or
races. In this edition of Amnesty Inter-
national’s series campaign dubbed ‘Take a
step to stamp out torture’ the organisation
explores the various facets of torture as
experienced by the most vulnerable of
society: children.

The report highlights the special
situation of children in this regard, in-

cluding the types of torture specific to
children, the effects thereof on children,
and provides a reminder that this evil
does not always occur far from home
and does not always enjoy recognition as
the destructive force it really is. The re-
port concludes with a set of recommen-
dations which lay the foundation upon
which the world, as a stakeholder in
these individuals’ future, is called to
action.

A disturbing reality check:
www.amnesty.org/en/stoptorture
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